
CHAPTER IV. 

PATRIOTISM IN THE NEW 
TESTAMENT 

D 



r L  The formula for bhe specific nature of ChristimiCy cannot fail 
to  be complex. Christianity resembles, not (L circle with one 
centre, but an ellipse with two focuses. . . . Neibher of the 
polee may be completely absent, if the Uhrietian outloolr is to  be 
maintained.” - TROELTSCH. (Quoted by VON H ~ G E L  in Eteiaal 
Life. ) 

“The circle is not the true fundamental line in geometry.”- 
WHIFREEALD, Introduction to Mathematics. 

“Whatever the world thinks, he who hath nob meditated much 
upon God, the human soul, and the summm Ironurn, may possibly 
make a thriving earth-worm, but will most indubitably make e 
sorry patriot.”-BrsHoP BERKELEY. 



WITH the subject of this chapter-patriotism in 
the teaching of the New Testament-we come t o  
what is unmistakably the knot-point of the dis- 
cussion in which we are engaged. Is there any 
room within the conhes of New Testament 
teaching for the commendation or even for the 
toleration of love of country? The question is 
not a simple one ; and %here are students of the 
subject, both schoIarIy and devout, who answer 
it with an uncompromising negative. The Gibson 
Prize in the University of Cambridge was recently 
awarded for an essay on this very topic, now duly 
published; and the conclusion of the essay is 
that “ patriotism is not in itself a Christian virtue.” 
On a more conspicuous level of scholarship the 
Abbe Loisy has said dogmatically, “ the Gospel 
knows nothing of patriotism.” We have already 
quoted the saying of a popular Church leader of 
our time : “ The day of patriotism is over. It 
fosters narrowness, bigotry, sellishness, greed, and 
hatred. The Spirit of God is creating a new 
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humanity.” Granting cheerfully, such students of 
the subject would say, that there is a basis for 
patriotic ardour in the doctrine of the Old Testa- 
ment, we find the specific difference between the Old 
Testament and the New to be precisely this, that 
while the religion of the former is national, the re- 
ligion of the latter is universal. Under the old dis- 
pensation, the religion of a Jew called him to be a 
patriot ; under the new dispensation, the religion 
of a Christian calls him to  forswear national pre- 
judices, and t o  dedicate his love and service, not 
t o  any kingdom of earth but to the world-wide 
Kingdom of Heaven. The true spirit of the Chris- 
tian (thus they aver) is interpreted in such a saying 
as that of John Winthrop, the puritan, when in 
1630 he prepared for conscience’ sake to  leave the 
Old England for the New England in the West : 
“ I shall call that my country, where I may most 
glorify God and enjoy the presence of my dearest 
friends. ’ ’ 

This conviction has features of real impressive- 
ness, and is far from being dumb in argument. 
It has commended itself with increasing force to a 
large number of devoted men and women during 
and since the Great War. It wears an aspect of 
simplicity and forthrightness which makes it 
exceedingly attractive to  bewildered minds ; and 
it is not without considerable apparent support 
in the pages of the New Testament itaelf. Whether 
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we accept it or disown it as our own conviction 
must depend on the view we take of the evidence, 
But we shall neither accept it with intelligence, 
nor disown it with authority, unless we set ow- 
selves sympathetically to understand it. We shall 
do well, therefore, to indicate briefly a t  this point 
what is t o  be said in favour OP the contention, that 
so we may reach a conclusion built on all the facts, 
“Our antagonist,” said Burke, “is our helper. 
An amicable conflict with difliculty obliges us with 
an intimate acquaintance with our’ object, and 
compels us t o  consider it in all its relations.” 

(a) The first consideration urged by those who 
would make patriotism an exile Brom the list of 
New Testament virtues is the argument from silence. 
And however precarious the argument from silence 
is in general understood to  be, we can hardly 
help being arrested and impressed by the almost 
total omission from the New Testament of any 
direct commendation of patriotic loyalties. The 
striking contrast in this particular between the 
New Testament and the Old may be illustrated 
by a fact familiar to all the clergy. In any act of 
patriotic intercession held during war-such 8 s  

became sadly frequent in recent years-the extreme 
variety of choice in selecting an Old Testament 
lesaon was only paralleled by the extreme poverty 
of choice in selecting a lesson from the New Testa- 
ment. For the stirring of national sentiment, for 
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the wakening of appeal to the God of battles, for the 
enforcement of the elemental loyalties which circle 
round country and En, the New Testament seemed 
sadly to seek. “ What can you find for your New 
Testament lesson in a patriotic service,” said a 
friend to the writer, “ except the bit about ‘ honour 
the Icing ’ 9 ” Now, doubtless, much may be said 

. in mitigation of this circumstance from considera- 
tion of the historic background of the Gospels and 
Epistles ; and certain points involved in this 
consideration must be pressed later. But in the 
meantime the phenomenon confronts us as a sig- 
niiicant one. There can assuredly be no appeal 
against the maxim of Augustine, quoted in the 
last chapter, that “we do wrong t o  the New 
Testament if we put the Old on a level with it.” 

(b)  But the argument from silence may be rein- 
forced by another argument, based on facts SUB?- 
ciently vocal. It has been strenuously urged that 
the direct explicit teaching of our Lord, specially 
as summarised in the Sermon on the Mount, not 
merely ignores patriotism but expressly excludes 
or negates all its characteristic activities. Mr 
Robert Blatchford, who, though no Ohristian, is a 
fervid patriot and an acute thinker, wrote in the 
‘ Clarion ’ near the beginning of the war : ‘‘ We 
me not a Christian nation. There never has been 
b Christian nation. There never will be B Christian 
nation, because any nation which faithfully acted 
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on Christian principles would cease to  6e a nation. 
Christian principles bid us love our enemies, pray 
for them which despitefully use us, turn the left 
cheek if smitten on the right. They may all be 
expressed in one phrase, non-resistance.” Simi- 
larly, Mi. Bernard Shaw, in the preface to  ‘ Androcles 
and the Lion,’ uses the following language : “ Dur- 
ing the war great numbers of niinisters should 
have said quite simply, ‘ I find in $he hour of trial 
that the Sermon on the Mount is tosh, and that 
I am not a Christian. I apologise for all the un- 
patriotio nonsense I have been preaching all these 
years. Have the goodness to give me a revolver 
and a commission in a regiment which has for its 
chaplain a priest of the god Mars, my god.’ ” The 
fairness of such application of the Sermon on the 
Mount to corporate life and to national respon- 
sibilities may lie open to earnest question. The 
application itself may rest on a totally mistaken 
view of the passage. Yet a simple and satisfactory 
answer may not seem easily come by;  and it is 
not to  be wondered at  that devout minds, seeking 
to  be responsive both to love of God and love of 
country, are beset by perplexity. This perplexity 
is only the reflection in our later day of what must 
often have been felt by Jesus’ own disciples. In 
an imaginary biography of Simon the Irealot, which 
cannot in its substance be fm from the truth, 
Bishop Gore says: “Perhaps no harder claim 



was ever made upon the heart and mind of a man 
than was made when [such an eager patriot as] 
Simon the Zealot was bidden by Jesus Christi 
ateadily t o  contemplate the irretrievable ruin of 
his nation and its sacred shrine, and then, instead 
of bursting into tears and wringing his hands, to 
be so detached from the anguish of his nation that 
he could look out with an eager joy for the fulfil- 
ment of the purpose of God-the coming of the 
Kingdom of which the ruin of Israel was but the 
necessary prelude: ‘when these things begin to 
come to  pass, then look up and lift up your heads, 
for your redemption draweth nigh-the Kingdom 
of God is nigh.’ ” When we are beset by such per- 
plexity as is here depicted, we are apt to be too 
easily impressed by any unqualified dogmatic utter- 
ance like that already quotod from Loisy : “ the 
Gospel knows nothing of patriotism. . . . The 
Gospel of Jesus implies the non-existence of 
nationality ; it effaces it.” 

(c) Again, it has been passionately @ontended 
that the blackest stain on the page of history, the 
crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth, was imprinted 
there by an act of patriotism, and by an act whose 
character was so typical as to  involve the whole 
instinct in just judgment. It is undeniable that 
Jesus suffered, because in the eyes of His fellow- 
countrymen He was too little of a pairiot ; because 
He was seemingly indifferent to national interests, 
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and oblivious of national hopes. Obviously, He 
did not love His country after the fashion of the 
majority. He did not act towards it in the manner 
expected of 8 claimant to the messiahship. He 
lifted no 6nger to  deliver it from an alien yoke. 
He said t o  the Jewish nationalists of His day that 
many would come from the East and from the 
West, and sit down in the Eingdom of God before 
them. And so to  the patriots of the time His 
teaching was an offence, Eis ministry a stumbling- 
block. They raised the cross as a protest against 
Him. Racial pride led to the final tragedy. In 
the memorable phrase of the writer to the Hebrews, 
the cross was the open public “ contradiction ” of 
our Lord’s ideals of life and truth-and certainly, 
not least, of His ideals of human brotherhood. 
If ,  then-we are ready to declare-patriotism com- 
mitted the most damnable crime of h m a n  history, 
and committed it in direct virtue of its inherent 
character, then patriotism stands for ever con- 
demned. 

(a) It is further maintained that the later 
books of the New Testament tend to the same 
conclusion 8s is thus suggested by the Gospels, 
and breathe an atmosphere quite as unfavourable 
to the growth of patriotic sentiment. The apostles 
themselves were by the nature of the case lifted 
far above all considerations of nationaliw. They 
had no time to  be patriots. They were called t o  

D 2  
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count all things but loss for tha sake of their Saviour, 
and to forsake home and kin to preach the Gospel 
in all lands. Moreover, the movement which to  the 
apostle Paul was of all others the supreme enemy 
of the Gospel, the Judaising movement in Chris- 
tianity, was largely motived by nationalist senti- 
ment ; and when we ask what was ‘‘ the middle 
wall of partition ” between Jew and Gentile, which 
Christ’s cross had to break down, we find the answer 
in the words “Jewish nationalism.” No one can 
dispute on its own ground the statement of Marten- 
sen : ‘< Christianity insists rather on the universal 
than the national, breaks through national limita- 
tions, abolishes the separation between Jews and 
Samaritans, Jews and Gentiles, Greeks and Bar- 
barians, and seeks in all the inner, the immortal 
man, whose vocation is in that Eingdom which is 
not of this world.” 

(e) Pinally, the fact must not be forgotten that 
the primitive Church, whose nearness to the New. 
Testament gives.to its acts the force of a com- 
mentary, agreed to  interpret the sacred writings 
after a fashion rather cosmopolitan than patriotic. 
Justin Martyr said in the second century, in a 
passage to which many parallels might be quoted : 
“ We who were once slayers of one another do not 
now fight against our enemies”; and it has 
already been remarked that Christians did not 
enlist in the Roman army kill the t-ime of Con- 
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stantine. The idea of a “just ” war, whereon 
patriots might lawfully ask God’s blessing, was 
unknown in these early days-a fact which shines 
out the more conspicuously when we find that 
the Roman missal contains no mass to ask victory 
of God, or even to thank Him for it. The early 
martyrs often suffered as guilty of high treason 
against the State, through refusal to sacrXce to 
the genius of the Emperor as represented by his 
statue. Indeed, the Church of Christ was fre- 
quently designated in these early years as a T ~ ~ T O Y  

y f ‘ v o ~  or Third Race ; and persecution constantly 
bore harder upon Christians, because by no stretch 
of courtesy could they be given refuge under the 
status of a “ nation.” 

The question is therefore no merely rhetorical 
one as to what is to be said about love of country 
in the memory of New Testament teaching. Is 
this world-wide sentiment, with whatever heart- 
break, t o  be excluded from the list of virtues in 
the Christian records? Must we decide that 
patriotism, with its old elemental loyalties, its 
ready kindling of emotion, its amazing power as 
the spring of noble action, is to be banished from 
the Eingdom of God as at the best an undesirable 
alien 41 Must the Scottish Highlander dismiss 
from his thoughts all memory of the “ lone shieling 
and the misty island,” and school himself not 
even in his dreams to “ behold the Hebrides ” ‘I Is 
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it necessary for u s  as Christians to disown the 
motive expressed by Robert Burns for many 
others beside himself, “for puir auld Scotland’s 
sake some useful plan or book t o  make”? In 
short, is the love of God in Christ so jealous in its 
claims, and so absolute in its rule, that it will 
brook no attempt on the part of love of country 
to occupy even a oourtier’s place in the throne- 
room? Such questions are salutary to  the ques- 
tioner and profitable for the quest. We must a t  
least apply to  this subject what John Stuart Mill 
said more generally: “There is no philosophy 
possible where fear of consequence is a stronger 
principle than love of truth.” 

Now it may help to  set these questions in a 
new perspective, if we pause at this point to 
suggest an analogy between them and another 
group of questions of a similar type. If  we can 
show that an apparently tangled skein has a 
neighbour in another skein of a similar tangle- 
ment, while yet the solution of the latter is simple 
and widely known, then at any rate the end of 
the thread to  be laid hold of may present itself 
to our view, that we may grasp it and draw out 
the confusion into order. Let us suppose, then, 
for a moment that we were dealing not with love 
of country, but with love of Family, and that we 
were engaged in the inquiry as to what the New 
Testament has to  say about hhis natural human 
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instinct. Let it be considered how disconcerting 
the facts might at first appear. We should t u n  
to the QosBel records, and find Jesus saying to 
His mother a t  the very outset of His ministry: 
“ Woman, what have I to  do with thee t ” Some- 
what later we should read of an earnest request 
presented to our Lord by His mother and brothers 
that they might see Him, on an errand whose 
possible urgency we are not permitted t o  measure, 
and we should find Him rejecting the request, 
and asserting that all who did the will of God 
sufficed to Him for mother and sisters and brothers. 
Turning from the life to the teaching of our Lord, 
we should find such words as these : “ If any man 
come to we, and hate not his father and mother, 
and wife and children, and brethren and sisters, 
yea, and his own Life also, he cannot be my disciple. 
. . . He that loveth father or mother more than 
me is not worthy of me; and he that Ioveth son 
or daughter more than me is not worthy of me.” 
Passing from the Gospels to the Book of Acts, we 
should find that the first disciples forsook home 
and kindred for the truth’s sake, and became 
wanderers on the earth-each one ready to say : 

“Ye t  not in solitude if Christ anear me 
Waketh him workers for the great employ, 

Chtch from my joyaunce the surprise of joy.” 

Continuing our progress to the Epistles, we should 
come upon St Paul saying that it was better not 

Oh not in solitude if souls that hear me 
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to marry than to marry; and in another place, 
after describing his own ancestry, declarhg that he 
counted all such family gains as refuse that he might 
win Christ. Finally, if we thought it good. to ask 
for the commentary of the primitive Church upon 
these passages, as written in the lives of its mem- 
bers, we should find the early Christians renounc- 
ing family ties for the sake of the new faith, turning 
a deaf ear t o  the most moving entreaties of their 
heathen relatives, and, as Tertullian put it, pre- 
ferring obstinacy to  deliverance. How clear it 
might appear, on the first face of the inquiry, that 
love of Christ and love of family are not com- 
patible, and that (to parody the words of Loisy 
already quoted) the “Gospel knows nothing of 
love of home.” Yet a just instinct would warn 
us that such a contention would be distinctly wide 
of the truth. It is true that Jesus Christ demands 
an allegiance to  Himself, which gives to family 
affection a secondary place ; and that the annals 
of Christian heroism would be shorter than they 
are if this allegiance had not been operative through- 
out the centuries. Nevertheless, the Gospel has 
not, in experience, proved itself the foe OB the 
family. The maxim of an old theologian is no 
less true than beautiful, that “ the Ohristian home 
is the masterpiece of the GospeLJ’ The fact is, 
that Christianity has clasped the family so close 
in its arms as to carry it (in the typical redeeming 
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experience) through a form of death t o  resurrec- 
tion. It has slain the family as an expression of 
the chief end of man, that it might bring it to life 
as a lovely and honoured instrument for the 
accomplishment of the acceptable will of God. 
Pater had the approval of history when he repre- 
sented Marius the Epicurean as first attracted to 
the Christian faith through the embodiment of it 
in the novel charm of a Christian home. 

Now since this purification of family life through 
the teachings of the Gospd is a well-known fact 
of experience, it may all the better offer us a 
startingpoint, and suggest to us the righti direc- 
tion for an advance toward the solution of the 
larger problem. To admit, should the admission 
turn out t o  be due, that patriotism as the chief 
end of man was slain by the sharp sword of Gospel 
teaching, is by no means to acknowledge that 
patriotism of every form and quality is “dead 
and buried, and its sepulchre is with us unto this 
day.” Patriotism may only have been slain, as 
was its Lord and ours, to  pass through death t o  z i  
richer heritage of life. It may only be conforming 
to the universal law of Christian perfection, to the 
life-giving paradox of the Gospel-that of dying 
to live, falling t o  rise again, losing the life to save 
it. There may be two qualities of love of country 
in the Christian view, as there are two qualities of 
love of family. There may bo a selfish love of 
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country, rooted in pride, and flowering in pug- 
nacity, with which the teaching of the New Testa- 
ment can make no terms ; while yet there exists 
as a possible Christian virtue a redeemed love of 
country, humbly obedient to the faith, and richly 
serviceable for the glory of God and the good of 
men. To see whether what thus may be really is, 
we must now grapple directly with our problem, 
and inqujre as to  the positive elements of the 
teaching of the New Testament on the subject of 
patriotism. 

I. 

Let us begin with the life and example of Jesus 
Christ, that we may discover the bearing of these 
upon the estimate we search for. Is  it, in fact, for- 
bidden to  us to  think or speak of Jesus as a patriot ’? 
Does His example rebuke us when we sing in 
Christian worship of “ the land we love the most ” P 
Was the only kingdom in whose welfare we can 
imagine Him engrossed the world-wide Kingdom 
of the Heavenly Father ? 
(a) One factor in the answer may be indicated 

without hesitation. It should be amply evident 
t o  the candid reader of the Gospels that Jesus was 
affectionately conscious of the ties that bound 
Him to His race, that He may with all reverent 
boldness be called a patriot, and that though He 
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did not love mankind the less, He did love His 
country the more. Proofs lie scattered through 
the record that the love of our Saviour for the 
land of promise was none the less tender because 
it was subordinate to the love of God, and none 
the less constraining because a still higher con- 
straint held it in check. Can any one doubt the 
nature or the name of the emotion which prompted 
the lament over the great might-have-been : “ 0 
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often would I havs 
gathered thy children together, as a hen doth 
gather her brood under her wings, and ye would 
not ” P Can any one read the story which tells 
how, in an hour big with fate, Jesus, “when He 
was come near, beheld the city and wept over it,” 
without seeing, not merely an example, but the 
supreme example of a patriot’s love and tears? 
And lesser instances multiply in the view. The 
evangelists cannot have thought they were doing 
a thing Jesus would Himself have deprecated, 
when they took pains t o  trace His genealogy 
through many centuries, and to  show how it was 
doubly entwined with the history of His people. 
He Himself was glad t o  give help in.response to a 
patriotic appeal, when He showed favour to a 
Roman soldier, of whom it was said by the Jews 
that he “loveth our nation, and hath built for 
us a synagogue.” He vindicated Himself at  one 
time €or healing a woman on the Sabbath, and 
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at another time for going to be guest with 5ac- 
chmus, on the ground that one was a daughter, 
the other a son of Abraham ; and publicans and 
sinners were endeared t o  Him because they were 
the lost sheep of the ‘‘ house of Israel.” When He 
foretold the judgment of the then leaders of the 
people, because they had failed to  render t o  the 
great Husbandman the f r u i t B  expected of them, He 
nevertheless declared that the Husbandman would 
let out that Same uheyard-that same entrustment 
of national life-to others who would render the 
fruits therBof. He considered it a fitting reward 
oE the faithful service of His apostles, that they 
should sit on twelve thrones judging the twelve 
tribes of Israel. He deliberately fulfilled the 
messia&o prophecy of Zechariah, that the King of 
Zion would come riding upon an ass, and upon a 
colt, the foal of an ass. He accepted from Nathanael 
the confession that He was not only the Son of 
God, but the Eing of Israel; and though the in- 
scription on the cross was not chosen by Himself- 
‘‘ The Eing of the Jews ”-it has never been judged 
by the Christian instinct as itself unworthy of 
the Crucified. Dr Moffatt translates St Mark xv. 2 
as follows: “Pilate asked Him, ‘Are you the 
king of the Jews ? ’ He replied, ‘ Certslinly.’ ” 

(b)  But there is a more sweeping deduction to 
be drawn from a careful study of the Gospels, 
which points insistently in the same direction. 
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It seems to  lie plainly on the surface of the records 
that our Lord began His ministry by offering 
Himself in all simplicity to  the Jewish nation as 
their own foreordained Messiah, Who was pre- 
pared, if His claims were accepted, to  lead them 
hy the o?’igirzally-desigrzed pathway to the fulfil- 
ment of their national calling. Not otherwise than 
with absolute good faith and goodwill did our 
Saviour seek at  first to build the new Eingdoni on 
the basis of the old covenant. For many a long 
day He offered Himself t o  be the Leader of the 
Chosen People, who was joyfully ready to accept 
all that lay in their Nationalism, and t o  fulEl it, 
not t o  destroy. It was for this patriotic, as well 
as religious end that He sought- 

(‘ By winning words to  conquer willing hearts, 
And make persuasion do the work of fear.” 

He opened His ministry by announcing Himselll: in 
the synagogue of Nazareth as the herald of the 
jubilee foretold by the prophets ; and He closed 
His ministry by the lament that His people had 
not known the day of their visitation. He delayed 
to grant the request of the Gentile woman for her 
daughter on the ground that God had not sent Him 
to  minister to Gentiles, but to the lost sheep of the 
house of 1sra.d. He expressly forbade His dis- 
ciples, when first He sent them forth, to enter 
into the way of the Gentiles ; and with this fact 
we must deal frankly, and understand that the 
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Son of David was in all good faith restricting t o  
Eis own people first of all the national oppor- 
tunity for which they had been chosen. 

Indeed, it is impossible at  times to shut out 
the vision of what might have happened, had this 
primary appeal of Jesus t o  the Jewish nation been 
successful; and though thus to  speculate may 
seem to  tread on dangerous ground, it is ground 
t o  which Bis own words more than once invite us. 
The Saviour speaks as though He had been dis- 
appointed; and who then can refrain from con- 
ceiving the issue had He rzot been disappointed? 
Suppose-to look through casements of vision 
opened by Himself-that when He sought t o  
gather the children of Jerusalem together as 8 
hen her brood, the call had not been slighted; 
conceive that the barren fig-tree of Jewish nation- 
alism had borne more than mere leaves, when its 
Creator came loolcing for fruit ; imagine that the 
elder-brother nation had not been so angry when 
the prodigals were welcomed home, but had gone 
in generously t o  the Father’s house t o  share the 
welcome ; let the dream be cherished that in the 
hour of the entry into Jerusalem, when many 
voices cried ccHosanna,” and it seemed for the 
moment that the city of David was about t o  
enthrone great David‘s greater Son, the welcome 
had been genuine j , suppose, in short, that the 
Jewish nation had known the day of its visitation 
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-then what lustre would have rested upon Hebrew 
nationalism t o  the end of time, and what loving 
divine approval upon a patriotism which, seeking 
first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness, 
had found all other things added to it. How 
packed with significance would have been the words 
of the angel, announcing the Saviour’s birth: 
“The Lord God shall give unto Him the throne 
of His father David ; and He shall reign over the 
house of Jacob for ever.” 

And if it be objected that in such specula- 
tion we have too precarious a foothold, let it 
be replied that we only look through dream- 
windows opened by our Lord Himself ; and that 
for many B day He acted as though all these things 
were possible. The failure of Jewish nationalism 
was not interpreted by Jesus as due to  the fact 
that it was nationalism. Even the condemnation 
of the Chosen People was cast in this form : “ The 
Kingdom of God shall be taken from you and given 
to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.” 
The failure of Jewish nationalism lay in the fact 
that, as Jewish, it had become narrow and em- 
bittered. Our Lord could no more have com- 
mended the arrogant patriotism of His t i m e  than 
Moses could have commended the civilisation of 
Egypt by the shores of the Red Sea; or fore- 
seen the day, nevertheless in 8 later hour foretold, 
when Bgypt would “make a, third with Israel 
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and with Assyria, wen a blessing in the midst 
of the land.” To recognise the historic background 
of the Gospel is to  find many of the dif6culties 
of our subject disappear. Though the clay had 
been marred in the hand of the Potter, it was still . 
open to  the Potter to make oat of the same clay 
another vessel, “ as seemed good to the Potter t o  
make it.” 

I 

11. 

We may now gird ourselves to come to a reckon- 
ing with what is probably the most formidable 
of all arguments impugning the claim of patriotiam 
to  rank as a Christian virtue. Thia is the argument 
derived from no less august a source than the direct 
teaching of Jesus, and especially from those ele- 
ments in His teaching which are commonly asso- 
ciated with the Sermon on the Mount. The strength 
of the adverse position here is very obvious. Do 
not the strong stark words of our Lord concerning, 
e.g., the non-reaistancg of evil, forbid all the most 
characteristic activities of patriotism, as these 
have been normally exercised in past history? 
In the eyes of the plain man, patriotism means, 
and has ever meant, that- the patriot is ready to  
defend his country when it is wrongfully attacked, 
and that he will forcibly resist disruptive influ- 
ences threatening it from within. But on the other 
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hand, the words of Jesus seem at first sight to 
forbid the use of force as an agent in His Eingdom, 
and to enjoin non-resistance as the invariable 
duty of a Uhristian man. Hence the dictum of 
Blatchford appears on the surface to carry with 
it an air of impregnability-that there never has 
been a Uhristian nation, and never will be ; because 
any nation which faithfully acted on Christian 
principles would cease to be a nation. The 
culty, is, of course, an old one, and is reflected 
in many other incidental problems. 

The difiiculty is not to be overcome by any 
evasion of our Lord’s teaching, when once we 
are certain what that teaching is. Precisely 
through humbler submission to the plain teaching 
of Jesus Christ does Uhristian progress become 
possible. Purthermoiw, the difficulty cannot be 
evaded through such a door as that opened by 
Bernhardi-in the contention that Christianity, 
while an excellent faith for the individual, was 
never intended for the use of States. The attempt‘ 
to codify the moral law under two departments, 
one for personal the other for national use, and to  
deal with it as Eing Solomon did with the babe- 
“divide the living child in two, and give half to  
the one and half to the other”-has been thor- 
oughly tested in Europe during recent years, and 
has issued in such untold misery that the verdict 
on it is final. The short discussion 01 the difficulty 
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which follows will confine itself within narrow 
limits, and deal only with considerations relevant 
to the matter in hand. 

By far the most illuminating principle which 
can be brought t o  bear upon this subject, as well 
as upon subjects of kindred perplexity, seems to 
the writer to be the principle embodied in the 
profound and comprehensive saying of Troeltsch, 
quoted by von Huge1 in his book, ‘Eternal Life.’ 
The saying is to this effect, that Christian truth is 
never t o  be thought of “as  a circle with one 
centre, but as an ellipse with two focuses.” The 
law, in other words, impressed by the Creator 
upon the physical universe, has its rights in the 
moral world also, and determines the shape of 
many an orbit of doctrine. There are two poles, 
not one, and “neither of these poles may be 
completely absent if the Christian outlook is to 
be maintained.” 

AS the illuminating principle here suggested will 
often put a clue into the hand of the student to 
lead him through an otherwise bewildering maze, 
some illustrations may be offered of its directing 
power in other cases. One of the most interminable 
debates of history is that between Individualism 
and Socialism; and in this debate, rivers of ink 
have run dsy on pages championing one-sidedly 
one view or the other. But what sane man 
does not know in the silence of his heart that 
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there are here two poles, not one, and that neither 
of these may be completely absent. The economic 
curve does not form a circle with its centre in 
Socialism, nor yet a circle with its centre in Indi- 
vidualism, but an ellipse in which individual 
freedom and social solidarity determine the two 
focuses. The case is the same in the long and in- 
decisive controversies between Necessity and Free- 
wiU ; between Calvinism and Arminianism ; be- 
tween the Individualist and Institutional pre- 
sentation of Christian truth ; between evolution 
as expounded by Darwin in the ‘ Descent of Man,’ 
and evolution as expounded by Prof. Drummond 
in the ‘Ascent ol Man’; and between those 
“ historical ” and “ apocalyptic ” views of the 
Kingdom of Heaven, which at first seem so kre- 
concilable. All of these become tractable as sub- 
jects of discussion, if we bear in mind that the 
orbit of truth is fixed not in the delusive simplicity 
of the oircle, but in the richer and more mystical 
significance of the ellipse with its two focuses- 
the figure aheady chosen by the Creator to  be 
“ the  pattern of things in the heavens.” By its 
doctrine of the Trinity, Christianity has already 
set a certain multiplicity in the heart of the Abso- 
lute, and it is not to be wondered at  if a wealthy 
complexity, rather than a bare unity, characterises 
the content of niany Christian doctrines. 

Furthermore, it is to  be observed, in a alight 
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amplification of the useful figure, that in the neigh- 
bourhood OB one particular focus the curve of an 
ellipse might bear a fallacious resemblance to that 
of a circle, and be readily mistaken for it. Only 
after closer study might the second focus disclose 
itself, and the true form of the completed curve 
be seen.1 

Now with the help of this conception, it is more 
easy to express what we feel to be Ghe truth about 
the teaching of Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount. 
In  the complete course of our Lord’s teaching 
there are two focuses, not one. To recognise a 
second is not t o  disregard the first. The one focus 
lies in the region where the sole concern is for the 
duty of the individual follower of Jesus CJhrist 
in the ordering of his personal life ; and here the 
great Teacher-acting on the rule of one thing a t  
z\r time-speaks to His disciples in words which 
admit of no misunderstanding, and in tones which, 
with all their gentleness, brook no denial. The 
duty may be described as that of individual self- 
effaceme.nt. The follower of Christ is called to be 
like Christ; and where this involves complete 
surrender of his own will, he is to regard such 
surrender as a privilege and an opportunity. He 

1 I h  might be held bhnt a sense of hwnour often finds its oppor- 
tunity in the quick discerment of a second focus. Consider Mrs 
Linnet in ‘Janefi‘~ Repentance’: “Ih’s righh enough t o  be 
sperebial, I’m no enemy to that ; but I like my potatoes mealy.” 
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is to allow no private interest to edge out of his 
life the supreme interests of the Eingdom of God. 
Havhg found for himself the accessible joy of the 
beatitudes, he is in the strength of that joy to  
manifest the lightness of the yoke he wears, and t o  
regard the inevitable assaults of evil as incentives 
to meekness and to  prayer. 

But the question is not thus foreclosed as to  the 
existence of a second focus 01 Christian duty, 
discoverable in the region where concern is taken 
for the corporate responsibilities of the Christian 
life. Suppose that the assaults of evil are assaults 
upon that very Eingdom of righteousness for which 
the disciple is set in defence. Or suppose that they 
assail the interests of other disciples entrusted t o  
his care, and not to be forsaken without disloyalty 
to the right. Obviously the outlook here is dif- 
ferent. The duty recognisable in this region may 
be described as that of the ma6ntenarzce of .the social 
order. There is clear evidence in various parts 
of the Gospel story, as we shall see, that our Lord 
recognised the existence of, this second focus also, 
and considered it determinative of the complete 
orbit of duty. The supreme Teacher, like all great 
teachers, was content to teach one thing at  a time, 
and t o  stand sometimes at one point, sometimes 
at the other, according to the message E e  had h 
view. 

This conception of the Sermon on the Mount as 
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indicating one all-important focus in the orbit of 
Christian duty, while yet the question is not 
foreclosed as to the existence of another correla- 
tive focus, is corroborated by a consideration ad- 
vanced by Bishop Gore in his suggestive book upon 
this Passage. After pointing out that the teach- 
ing of the Sermon is technically of the kind called 
“ proverbial ”-that is, consisting of proverbs or 
maxims-Dr Gore reminds his readers that it is 
of the very e~sence of a proverb to be an incom- 
plete statement j so that it can in general be flatly 
contradicted by another proverb. In  the prover- 
bial teaching of all nations, the precepts “ appear 
t o  be contradictory, and yet are perfectly intelli- 
gible in the guidance they give us.” At one pole 
of the tawth, for instance, we find “penny-wise 
and pound-foolish ” ; but at a correlative pole, 
“ take care of the pence and the pounds will take 
care of themselves.” Or again, we may contrast 
“ look before you leap ” with ‘‘ nothing venture, 
nothing have.” The maxims are entirely contra- 
fictory in set terms, but are entirely reconcilable 
in experience. Of any problem emerging, we may 
say “ solvitur ambulando.” 

Now-in order t o  discover whether there be 
indeed another focus in the teaching of Jesus, 
correlative with that in the Sermon on the Mount, 
but separate from it-let UB extend our survey to 
one or two other passages in the Gospels. On a 
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page of the same Gospel which records the Sermon 
we find these words : “ If  thy brother trespass 
against thee, go and tell him his fault between 
thee and him alone . . . but if he wil l  not hear 
thee, take with thee one or two more . . . and if 
he shall neglect to hear them, tell it unto the 
Church ; but if he shall neglect to  hear the Church, 
let him be to thee as an heathen man and a pub- 
lican.” Here there is no word of simple self- 
effacement. The teaching has moved on to an- 
other pole of truth, where we behold our Lord’s 
deep concern for Ghe welfare of the community. 
He proclaims that the community has its import- 
ance as well as the individual. The very disciple 
who must forgo his own rights for Christ’s sake 
may be called upon, for Christ’s sake, t o  defend 
the rights of the organism. Jesus does not counsel 
acquiescence in wrong, or indifference to corporate 
injustice.1 The virtues which (in Mendelian lan- 
guage) were “ dominant ” in the Sermon on the 
Mount have here become “ recessive.” Similarly 
we must remember that He who said “ Judge not,” 
said also, “For judgment am I come into this 

Writing to a correspondent a t  the close of the American Civil 
War, in whose abstract justice he had been compelled to believe, 
Richard Cobden candidly avowed that  if in 1861 he had been 
arbiter of the fate of the negro, he would “have refused him 
freedom a t  the cost of so much white men’s blood and tears.” 1s 
nob the caustic comment merited, that  it is “as if Mr Readpto- 
Halt  had begged Mr Greatheart and the resb not to attack Giant 
Slaygood, for fear of effusion of blood ” ? 
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world ” j that He who blessed the meek saw himself 
as One stronger than the strong to cast out an evil 
power; that He who pronounced a benediction 
on the peacemakers, said that Himself had 
oome to send not peace on earth but a sword. 
Jesus Christ is Eing of Righteousness and E(ing 
of Peace; but the writer t o  the Hebrews makes 
a special point of noting that, like Melchizedek, 
He is J’irst King of Righteousness, and afler that 
Eing of Peace. It wil l  be remembered that when 
our Saviour, during His trial, was Himself smitten 
on the cheek, though He did not resent the blow, 
He made a, certain protest on behalf of justice: 
“If I have spoken evil, bear witness of the evil ; 
but if well, why smitest thou Me ” ? And, of 
course, the appeal of St Paul to Ccesar, recorded 
in the Book of Acts, is well known. “ The Sermon 
on the Mount,” says so unprejudiced a witness $8 
Mr Ramsay Macdona;ld, “ is not the whole sum and 
substance of Christ’s life. He also spoke of B 

generation of vipers, and whipped the money- 
changers from the temple.” 

We believe ourselves entitled to conclude as the 
result of this ehort review, that there am two poles 
of duty in the teaching of Jesus and not merely 
one j and that it is vain to omit one from our view, 
or try to force both together to one rebellious 
centre. We need not aim at a simplicity of ex- 
pofiition greater than that of our Lord Himself- , 
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“ enough to acknowledge both, and both revere.” 
It is entirely possible for a devoted follower of 
Jesus Christ to accept the Sermon on the Mount 
as in the fullest sense the law of his own personal 
life, and to confess with shame that Christian 
history would have been very different had this 
law been given its rights in the Christian common- 
wealth; and yet to deny, with complete confi- 
dence and with at least a measure of intelligence, 
that our Lord would have thought for one moment 
of laying down its maxims as the only code of 
corporate or national duty.1 It is a commonplace 
that the responsibility of a trustee (which is that 
of a State to its citizens) is of a totally difterent 
nature from that of a private person. We should 
respect a Christian man who, for the sake of 
loyalty t o  the Sermon on the Mount, forbore t o  
defend his own just rights in a law-court, and 
rather “ suffered himself to be defrauded.” We 
should earnestly wish that the spirit prompting 
such action should grow and prevail. But we 
should in no wise respect the man who, having 
been left trustee for some orphan children, should 

It is to  be observed tliall this posibion does not coincide with 
the mischievous error of the two moralities”-as though there 
were ono morality for the individual and another for the nation. 
The symbol for this position would be tha t  of two separate circles 
with two separate centres. The conception of oire curve deter- 
mined in its course by two focuses is manifestly different. For the  
individual and the nation alike there is one curve. And for the  
individual and the  nation alike there are two focuses. 
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give facile consent to  injustice shown to them, 
and refuse to carry their threatened rights to the 
arbitrkment of righteous law. When St Hugh, 
Bishop of Lincoln, defied Jordan of the Tower, 
who had deeply wronged two young orphans, he 
justly encouraged himself in the closing words of 

’ the tenth psalm : ‘‘ To help the fatherless and 
poor unto their right, that the man of the earth 
be no more exalted against them.” 

Thus we pass t o  the later doctrine of the New 
Testament, confident that the teaching of Jesus 
leaves room for an unselfish love of country, and 
that the example of Jesus confirms us in the 
ancient loyalties of patriotism-if only it seek first 
the Kingdom of God. 

111. 

Turning now t o  the later books of the New 
Testament, let us ask what principles bearing on 
our subject are to be found in apostolic teaching 
and in apostolic life. What is the duty of a Chris- 
tian man towards the country which gave him 
birth, and towards the civil rule under whose 
protection his life is lived, as that duty was con- 
ceived and exempliEzed by the apostles of our 
Lord? We shall offer t o  this question a brief 
general answer in the first place, and then deal 
with the special witness of the apostle Paul. 
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i. 

To take first then a rapid general view-the 
apostles appear to teach the essential sacredness 
of civil government, and hence the general claim 
of the State t o  the loyal support of the Christian 
citizen. Such a dictum as that of Tolstoi: “ I f  
society and the social order continue to exist, no 
thanks to  the magistrate with his severities, but 
on the contrary in spite of the magi&ate,”-such 
a dictum is in direct contradiction to specific 
teaching of the New Testament. On the contrary, 
the ancient “ apology ” of Tertullian is far more in 
accordance with apostolic precepts : “ As for the 
Emperor, Christians invoke God, the eternal, the 
true, the living. They look up with hands ont- 
spread, heads bared, and from their hearts, with- 
out a form of words, they pray for a long life for 
the Emperor, an Empire free from alarms, a safe 
home, brave armies, a faithful senate, and honest 
people, a quiet world, They do this, for the 
Empire stands between them and the world’s end. 
Casar beloes to  the Uhristians more than to any 
one, for he is set up by the Christians’ God.” The 
justification for such a view of Christian duty 
emerges very clearly from certain passages in the 
apostolic writings, which it will be well to set down 
at this point in full. Pamiliar one by one, they 

E 
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are speoially instructive when brought togothor. 
The translation is that of Dr Moffatt. 

“All nations God has created from a common 
origin, to dwell a11 over the earth, Jixing their allotted 
periods and the boundaries of their abodes, meaning 
them to seek for God.”-Acts xvii. 26. 

‘‘ Every subject must obey the government-authori- 
ties, for no authority egists apart from God: the 
existing authorities have been constituted by God. 
Helzce any one who resists azcthopity i s  opposing 
the divine order, and the opposition will bring jzcdg- 
mew€ on themselves. Magistrates are no terror to an 
honest man, though they are to a bad man. If you 
want to avoid being alarmed at the governmeNt- 
authorities, lead an honest life and you will be com- 
melzded for it : the magistrate i s  God’s servant for 
yozcr benefit. But if you do  wrong you way  we11 be 
alarmed: a magistrate does not wield the power of 
the sword for nothing. He i s  God‘s servant for the 
infliction of divine vengeance upon evikdoers. You 
must be obedient therefora as a matter of conscience 
for the same reason as you pay taxes : since magis- 
trates are God’s oficers, bent upon the maintenance 
of order and authority. Pay them a11 their respective 
dues, tribute to one, taxes to^another, respect to this 
man, h0nOW to that.”-Born. xiii. 1-7. 

“ I exhort therefore that $rst of all supplications, 
prayers, ihtercessions, and giving of than’lcs be made 
for alZ men, for lcingg and for a11 that are in azcthority, 
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that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all 
godliness and honesty.”-l Tim. ii. 1, 2. 

“flubmit for the Lord’s sake to any human au- 
thority : szcbrnit to the emperor as supreme, and to 
governors as deputed by him for the punishment of 
wrongdoers and the enoouragement of honest people : 
for it is the will of God that by your honest lives you 
should: silence the ignorant charges of foolish persons. 
. . . Honour aR men, love the brotherhood, fear 8013, 
honour the 7cing.”-l Pet. ii. 13-17. 
“ The city had twelve gates . . . on the east three 

gates, on the north three gates, on the south three gates, 
and on the west three gates . . , and the nations of 
them that are saved shall walk in the light of it : and 
the kings of the earth do bring their glory and honour 
into it . . afid they shall bring the glory afid honow 
of the nations into it.”--Rev. xxi. 12-26. 

There can be no mistaking the broad impression 
which these passages leave upon us o€ the truth 
of the principle contended for on earlier pages- 
that the division of mankind into distinct nations, 
each with its own government, and its own loyalties, 
is part of the divine order.1 And this impression 
will become s t i l l  stronger if we ask what motive 
it was which prompted an apostle (in such a pas- 
sage, e.g., as that quoted from Romans) t o  interest 
hiinself jn expounding the dnty 01 a Uliristian 
man to his nation. Was there any special pera 

See pp. 35-37, 69-75. 

. 
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in view, which induced the apostle to concern him- 
self with this matter so earnestly? The answer 
to  this question is given by modern scholars with 
some positiveness. “There can be very little 
doubt,” says Dr A. J. Carlyle, “ tha t  St Paul’s 
vindication of the authority of the civil ruler, and 
the parallel phrases in the first letter of St Peter, 
were intended to counteract anarchical tendencies 
in the Christian societies-were intended to counter- 
act an error, which would have destroyed the 
unity of human life, and set the Christian societies 
in ruinous opposition to the general order of the 
world in which they lived. St Paul endeavours to  
persuade them of their obligation towards the 
order of the world.” 

But this is just to say that the apostle was 
contending against the primitive form of the very 
view which leads in later days to suspicion of 
patriotism as a Christian virtue-the view, namely, 
that a Christian ought to be so occupied with his 
relation to the Eingdom of God, that he has no 
time for, nor interest in, the kingdom of his birth. 
This view the apostles contradict. The Uhristian 
faith, indeed, will not identify its fortunes with 
those of any particular nation, and it will insist 
upon it that; in Christ Jesus there is neither Jew 
nor Greek, Barbarian nor Scythian. But never- 
theless it is not the will of God that the Christian 
should shut himself up in a narrow individualism, 
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indifferent t o  the national welfare, and oblivious 
of all the things “we have heard with our ears 
and our fathers have told us” concerning what 
God did in their days, in the times of old. The 
New Testament writers are not atheists in the 
realm of the “natural,” as some later Christians 
have unconsciously become. To them national life 
is part of the divine order, “ Parthians, and Medes, 
and Elamites, and the dwellers in Mesopotamia, 
strangers of Rome, Jews and proselytes, Cretes 
and Arabians ”-all are singled out on the day of 
Pentecost. All have a share in the good news, 
and a part to take in the spreading of it. All are 
said to hear, each in his own tongue, the wonderful 
works of God. So that at last we are not surprised 
when, in the vision of the New Jerusalem, the seer 
beholds the nations of them that are saved wallking 
in the light of it j and the kings of the earth-each 
with his own contribution-bringing their glory 
and honour into it. 

ii. 

Dealing now more specifically with the witness 
oQ the apostle Paul, the dominmt figure in apos- 
tolic Uhristianity, let us note at the outset a 
peculiarity in the apostle’s situation which is 
probably too often overlooked. This is, that while 
St Paul reveals in his own personality the elements 
of a fervid patriotism, he reveals them with this 
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inevitable cleavage-that he was compelled to be 
intellectually a patriot of the Roman Empire, 
emotionally a patriot of the Hebrew nation. There 
was in his case a troublesome dichotomy betwean 
what we haw described on previous pages as 
the “ rational ” and “ emotional ” elements in 
patriotism. He was a member of two common- 
wealths. The intellectual factor in his patriotism 
was largely exercised in certain judgments about 
the Roman Empire; the emotional factor was 
called into play when he turned t o  his brethren 
according to the flesh. He was forced to  approve, 
in the case of Rome, only where there was little 
call t o  love ; and to  love, in the case of his ancestral 
people, only where approval muat be withheld. 
There is ground for the statement of Bernard Shaw 
that “ Paul was more Jewish than the Jews, more 
Roman than the Romans, proud both ways.” 
Hence, while, as we have seen in previous chap- 
ters, the normal patriot may pour out on one be- 
loved fatherland the treasure of both the rational 
and the emotional elements in his nature, and while 
the possibility of doing this constitutes part of 
the debt to  Heaven under which the British patriot 
feels himself to  lie, what was abnormal in the 
patriotic lot of St Paul is found in precisely the 
unhappy twofoldness which was temporarily in- 
herent in the situation. The question has been 
asked as to how it was possible for the same writer 
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to pen the emotional heartbreak over Israel in 
Romans is., and the fiery invective against the 
same nation in 1 Thess. ii.; but the problem 
becomes more soluble when we recollect the tor- 
turing dichotomy to which we have just referred. 
We cannot expect a river thus smitten in two 
streams to run with all the unified force and 
volume of a single flood; and yet we shall not 
find it hard to recognise in the life of this great 
Christian leader the significant elements of genuine 
patriotism-elements which in our happier day we 
are privileged t o  combine. 

(1) No unprejudiced. student can read the Book 
of Acts in the light of modern historical inter- 
pretation without a strong sense of the real rever- 
ence cherished by the apostle Paul for the Roman 
Empire, and the pride felt by him in his Roman 
citizenship. To X t  Paul, the Roman Empire was 
a divinely-sanctioned organisation, offering much 
that was of value for Christian development. We 
never have the impression in studying the apostle’s 
relation to Rome that he is grudgingly conceding 
a certain secondary importance to  the Empire; 
but rather do we feel that he sees the hand of God 
in its history, and the will of God in its secure 
establishment. That God should have permitbed 
this great Empire to come into being, SO that its 
qualities of discipline made it the master of the 
world, and so that its reign of law was the bulwark 
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behind which the gentle arts of peace could flourish 
-this was to St Paul a fact not to be ignored, or 
reluctantly admitted, but one t o  be pondered, 
studied, set in a true perspective. T o  this apostle, 
the God of history was not one Being, and the 
Father of Jesus Christ another. Sir William 
Ramsay mentions four particulars in which im- 
perial aims extorted Christian a2proval both in 
St Paul‘s day and later, and one of these is ex- 
pressed by him as (‘ the encouragement of a sense 
of unity and patriotism within the Empire.” 

It has, moreover, often been pointed out how 
St Paul sheltered himself time and again behind 
the privileges of a Roman citizen, and how he 
insisted to Claudias Lysias on the rights of a man 
‘( free?born.” If ,  in a speech to the Hebrews, he 
emphasises his Jewish character, and refers to his 
birth at  Tarsus almost 8s an accident, to the 
Greek-Roman chief captain he emphasises the 
Tarsian birth. No one who worthily conceives 
the apostle’s sense of Uhristian honour, or the 
spirit in which he declared (‘ I am a debtor t o  the 
Gentile,” c m  for a momen6 doubt the respoa- 
sibzty bound up in the view of his conscience 
with such racial privilege. Whatever service a 
patriot can render t o  his fatherland under the 
supreme sovereignty of a God of right, St Paul 
would have regarded as debt of honour to the 
Empire which offered him opportunity and pro- 
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tection. Jewish patriots of the narrower type 
refused to offer prayer “ for Caesar and the Roman 
people.” St Paul has left us in no doubt that his 
attitude would have been (as Uarlyle used to put 
it) “ far other.” 

(2) But it is when we turn t o  the racial, and not 
merely the political aspect of the patriotism of 
8t Paul, that we find the glow of emotional fervour 
as well as the light of intellectual conviction. 
No one can deny the existence of a patriotism 
justly to be called “Christian” who reads the 
three chapters in the Epistle to the Romans, 
wherein St Paul presents himself as the apologist 
of his people, the justiller of the ways of God to 
men, and wherein he just stops short of offering 
himself to be the sacrScia1 victim of his race. 
The whole passage ‘is a wonderful illustration of 
how it may be possible for a Christian to fiIl up 
the suf€erings of Christ. We may almost say that 
as our Lord saved men by identifying Eimself SO 

closely with them that he carried their s i n  in peni- 
tence into the common grave, so St Paul identilles 
himself with his erring people, and would fain 
cling to them even to the national doom and 
beyond it. Yet, in emphasising the emotional 
strength of the passage, we must not overlook the 
fact that it has a rational foundation, The whole 
point is, that the national woeation of the people has 
not been j h a l l y  lost. It is true 6hat as 8 naibion they 

E 2  
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have failed; but it is also true that as a nation 
they have still their place in the purposes of God. 
No vague cosmopolitanism, however benevolent, 
can be regarded as the Uhristian ideal by a candid 
reader of these chapters in the Romans. I f  in 
reading the earlier books of the Ne% Testament 
it might sometimes have seemed for the moment 
as though nationalism was ruled out, we have 
only to turn to this inspired commentary on the 
Gospels to find that our deduction was too hasty. 
These chapters mark the loftiest height to  which 
patriotism has ever carried any of the children 
of men. 

On tlie whole, then, in clo~ing a brief survey of 
the teaching of the New Testament, we reach a 
distinct conclusion, twofold in character. On 
the one hand, the teaching of the New Testament 
is quite uncompromising in respect of divine 
supremacy. No rival can be permitted t o  sham 
the throne of the Highest. Love of country, like 
love 0% family and love of sell', must be taught 
that the claim of God is paramount. If patriotism 
should ever claim the first place in the human 
heart, it can only be met on (Thristian principles, 
as Jesus met the patriotism of His day, with 
strenuous and uncompromising opposition. Never- 
theless, it is always the way of the Uhristian 
revelation to justify the aurrender 01 precious 
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things which it demands, by giving back the 
surrendered things clothed with new beauty, 
and fitted for new service. And there are 
large tracts of New Testament teaching which 
foster the assurance that this is so with love 
of country. 


